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INTRODUCTION

In March 2020, Carlette Duffy, an African American woman and a resident of Indianapolis, Indiana, began the process of refinancing the mortgage on her home.1 Between March and July 2020, Ms. Duffy had her home appraised twice, by two different lenders and two different appraisers.2 The first appraisal valued her home at $125,000, while the second valued her home at $110,000.3 However, at the time, Ms. Duffy believed her home to be worth approximately $185,000.4 Ms. Duffy questioned whether her race or residence in a historically Black neighborhood affected the appraisal values, and she decided to conduct a fair housing test.5 In October 2020, she reached out to a new lender and did not disclose her race or gender.6 Ms. Duffy never spoke to the new appraiser over the phone, removed all traces of her identity—including family photos, African American art, and books—from her home, and had a white male friend stand in for the appraisal visit.7 In November 2021, Ms. Duffy received the valuation of the third appraisal: $259,000.8 The value of her home had more than doubled. Ms. Duffy reported her experiences to the Fair Housing Center of Central Indiana (“FHCCI”), which then opened an investigation and filed a complaint with the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”).9

Unfortunately, Ms. Duffy’s story is not unique. Indeed, in December 2021, a lawsuit was filed in the U.S. District Court in San Francisco on behalf of Paul and Tenisha Tate-Austin, African American homeowners in Marin City, California, which is “one of two census tracts in which the majority of Marin
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County’s African American residents are concentrated.”

After receiving an unexpectedly low appraisal value, the Tate-Austins removed all traces of their identity from their home and had a white friend stand in at the appraisal visit. The value of their home increased by approximately $487,000. And in August 2022, a lawsuit was filed in the U.S. District Court in Maryland on behalf of Nathan Connolly and Shani Mott, an African American couple from Baltimore, Maryland, who lived in Homeland, a predominately white neighborhood. Much like Ms. Duffy and the Tate-Austins, Connolly and Mott received an unsatisfactorily low appraisal value before concealing their racial identities and conducting a fair housing test. The value of their home increased from $472,000 to $750,000: a $278,000 difference. Indeed, these stories are just a small sample—there are more reports of discriminatory appraisal practices across the country, from Jacksonville, Florida and Hartford, Connecticut to Denver, Colorado and Chicago, Illinois, to name a few. Moreover, not every homeowner has the time, resources, or know-how to conduct fair housing tests, and it is likely that many cases of appraisal discrimination go unreported.

Beyond these individual stories of racial discrimination in the appraisal process, recent studies have examined the greater systemic devaluation of homes in predominately Black neighborhoods. A report published in November 2022 by the Weidenbaum Center at Washington University analyzed more than 32 million appraisals. It found that when comparing “identical homes in neighborhoods with the same socioeconomic status and comparable amenities,” homes in predominately white neighborhoods were appraised for $370,000 more than homes in communities of color. Indeed, “[t]his report, in combination with
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previous scholarship, shows that the persistent and growing neighborhood inequality in home values cannot be explained by differences in property type or quality, neighborhood socioeconomic status or amenities, or even the amount of real estate demand in the area. Instead, through the use of comparables—the practice of establishing appraisal values on past valuations of similar homes—“racist sale prices from the past are carried into the present” and the racial inequity in home valuation continues to grow.

Throughout the twentieth century, racially discriminatory appraising policies created an inequitable system that undervalues Black homes as well as predominately Black neighborhoods. What is most troubling, albeit unsurprising, is that these practices continue even in the presence of legislation designed to combat discrimination in housing, namely the Civil Rights Act of 1866, the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974, and state and local fair housing laws. Even though “referencing race as a justification for an appraisal value is illegal . . . neighborhood racial composition remains a key factor in how appraisers assign property values.” However, in the 2020 election cycle, grassroots movements, civic action, and local reporting brought newfound attention to the devaluation of African American homes and neighborhoods. Now, this action has garnered the attention of officials at both the state and federal levels.

In June 2021, President Biden created a federal interagency task force known as “PAVE” (Property Appraisal and Valuation Equity) to address inequities in home appraisals, and in March 2022, the task force released its findings and recommendations. Subsequently, Maxine Waters, the Democratic representative for California’s 43rd congressional district, proposed legislation in line with PAVE’s recommendations to address discrimination in the appraisal of home values. At the state level, in January 2023, Cherrish Pryor, the Democratic representative for Indiana’s 94th district, proposed House Bill 1151. This bill would expand the language prohibiting discriminatory appraisal practices, introduce new penalties for violators, and develop community
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initiatives. Additionally, in New York, California, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Illinois, and Virginia, state legislatures have begun the process of introducing and codifying similar statutes that address racial discrimination in housing appraisals. Now, there an emerging patchwork of interagency administrative reports and proposed state and federal legislation, but there is not a clear path forward. Although these governmental solutions are a positive step forward, they cannot, by themselves, unravel decades of discrimination. There will not be a one size fits all solution.

This Note argues that without greater systemic change within the appraisal industry itself, including how appraisals determine value, legislation and administrative regulations will never fully address discrimination and bias in housing appraisals. Part I of this Note describes the history of discrimination in housing appraisals in the United States. Part II examines the patchwork of legislative and administrative solutions that have been proposed and enacted at both the state and federal levels. Part III identifies common themes that are found across the proposed solutions as well as unique nuances. Part IV addresses the shortcomings of the legislative and administrative solutions and proposes changes to the appraisal industry, as well as the appraisal process itself, in order to address inequity and discrimination.

I. OVERVIEW OF DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING APPRAISALS

A. What Is a Housing Appraisal?

A housing appraisal is a critical part of the process for issuing or refinancing a home loan because it establishes the value of the property as the collateral for the loan. In essence, “[a]n appraisal is the act or process of developing an opinion of value.” An appraiser is contracted by a mortgage lending company to evaluate a home; the process typically involves a scheduled visit to the property to assess the home, as well as an assessment of the value of similar homes in the area. One critical piece of the valuation is the selection and use of
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“comparables.” Comparables are “similar properties sold in the same neighborhood” or properties in an area close to the home being appraised. The use of comparable establishes the base value of the property being appraised and from there an appraiser can adjust their valuation based on “differences in size, condition, or amenities.” In general, “since [comparables] are previous sales” in comparable neighborhoods, oftentimes “they ensure past appraising practices are carried into the future.” Finally, the characteristics and metrics of the property itself and the valuations of comparable homes in the area are used to determine the final appraisal value of the home, which is detailed in a final appraisal report.

An appraiser can become licensed through a process that involves the completion of educational courses, the completion of a set amount of hours with a supervisory appraiser, and finally, the completion of a licensing examination. Procedures and requirements can vary state to state, but many states require the completion of courses approved by the Appraiser Qualifications Board (“AQB”). The AQB, under Title XI of the Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989, is tasked with establishing the minimum experience, education, and examination requirements for appraisers to obtain state certification. Moreover, the Appraisal Foundation, which is authorized by Congress to set appraisal standards and appraiser qualifications, requires the completion of Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (“USPAP”) Courses. In 2021, the Appraisal Foundation announced that, as part of these courses, it would require appraisers to take a seven-hour course focused on fair housing laws and bias.

Additionally, it is noteworthy that in 2022, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics estimated that more than 92% of home appraisers are white and 54.5%
are men. This lack of diversity within the appraisal profession is often attributed to various barriers to entry such as the relatively high costs of appraiser education and examination as well as the 1,500 to 3,000 hours required to become licensed. Moreover, “[t]he appraiser pipeline relies on the supervisor-trainee model, which often results in white appraisers supervising white trainees from their personal or professional networks.”

Overall, appraisals are highly subjective and heavily influenced by the appraiser’s experience, expertise, and knowledge of the neighborhood. Frederick Babcock, considered to be one of the originators of appraisals, said, “it is obvious that there is no absolute iron-clad method of computing real estate values . . . because values are a social phenomenon dependent on human behavior.” Thus, housing appraisals are often racially influenced. Throughout American history, “[t]he intensely subjective processes of determining the value of property or a neighborhood . . . was inherently informed by the presence or absence of African Americans.”

Indeed, it has been said that “[t]he contrived sciences of real estate brokerage and appraisal were developed in the shadow of a eugenic pseudoscience in which fatalistic assumptions linked biology, race and ethnicity.” The values of homes owned by racial minorities and homes in neighborhoods with larger numbers of racial minorities were and are frequently valued less than the homes of white people and homes in predominantly white neighborhoods. Appraisal practices intensify this inequity through the use of comparables. “[A]ppraisers [are] still required to use past sale prices to determine property values without adjusting for the past injustices” of de jure discrimination and segregation in housing.

B. Discrimination in Housing Appraisals

Homeownership is the key to building wealth for the vast majority of
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Americans. However, throughout American history, Black families and individuals have endured discriminatory practices which have resulted in the significant undervaluation of their homes and neighborhoods. Beginning in 1934, the Federal Housing Administration (“FHA”) encouraged long-term, low-interest, low-down-payment, fully amortized loans on homes. However, “the FHA’s appraisal standards included a whites-only requirement,” meaning “racial segregation . . . became an official requirement of the federal mortgage insurance program.” FHA appraisers “not only gave high rating to mortgage applications if there were no African Americans [or other people of color] living in or nearby the neighborhood but also lowered their risk estimates for individual properties with restrictive deed language.” The American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers (“AIREA”) earliest appraising standards, published in the 1930s, also established a connection between race and value and warned of “the infiltration of inharmonious racial groups.”

Throughout the 1940s and ’50s, racially discriminatory appraisal practices continued. It was not until the 1960s, with the enactment of Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act, that discrimination in housing appraisals was specifically addressed and prohibited. However, Title VIII did not mark the end of racially discriminatory practices. Throughout the 1970s and ‘80s, Black homebuyers were “granted access to conventional real estate practices and mortgage financing, but on more expensive and comparatively unequal terms.” Indeed, “despite some legal changes, residential appraisals still relied on the racist notion that White middle-class neighborhoods [were] more valuable than comparable communities of color.”

In 1977, the United States filed a lawsuit against AIREA and other appraising and lending organizations. It accused the defendants of engaging in “unlawful discriminatory practices by promulgating standards which have caused appraisers and lenders to treat race and national origin as negative factors in determining the value of dwellings and in evaluating the soundness of home loans.”
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Additionally, AIREA was charged with “failing to take adequate steps to correct the continuing effect of past discrimination and ensure non-discrimination by appraisers and lenders.” As a result of this lawsuit, the two parties reached a settlement agreement that made it improper to base value on racial homogeneity or stereotyped and biased presumptions.

After this settlement, up until 1996, only six cases alleging appraisal discrimination were reported. “[N]one of these . . . resulted in a determination that the defendant violated [Title VIII] after a trial on the merits.” As of 2022, there are at least four pending cases of appraisal discrimination, including the Tate-Austins in California and Nathan Connolly and Shani Mott in Maryland. Moreover, investigators from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) estimate they are currently investigating “approximately 100 appraisers, firms and AMCs [Appraisal Management Companies] in response to consumer complaints involving alleged discrimination.”

Furthermore, numerous studies in recent years have not only confirmed the existence of discriminatory appraisal practices but also researched the effect on home and neighborhood valuation. A 2021 report by Freddie Mac demonstrated that, in general, “[a]ppraisers’ opinions of value are more likely to fall below the contract price” in neighborhoods predominantly occupied by minorities. The report, which examined 12 million appraisals between 2015 and 2020, found that in majority-Black neighborhoods, 12.5% of appraisals resulted in a value below the contract price, compared to only 7.4% of appraisals in predominantly white neighborhoods. Moreover, in 2021 the Federal Housing Finance Agency (“FHFA”) conducted a search of key words and phrases from millions of appraisals submitted annually and found “thousands of potential race-related flags.” For example, in one appraisal there was “[a] reference to a neighborhood being originally ‘White-Only,’ before becoming a ‘White-Flight Red-Zone’ to
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explain why the neighborhood is mostly ‘Working-Class Black’ now.”

In November 2022, a groundbreaking study from the Weidenbaum Center at Washington University confirmed that many “[h]ome value inequalities are the result of appraisal practices.” Moreover, a December 2022 study by the Brookings Institution found that “appraisal bias explains 9% to 14% of overall devaluation.” Indeed, “in 2021, licensed appraisers evaluated homes in White neighborhoods as double the value of homes in communities of color—even when property and other neighborhood characteristics were the same” and “[r]acial inequality in appraised values has increased 75% over the last decade.”

As a result of these discriminatory practices, “African Americans experience homeownership in ways that rarely produce the financial benefits typically enjoyed by middle-class White Americans,” namely the ability to build generational wealth. In 2019, “[t]he median Black household had only about one-eighth of the wealth held by the median white household,” and “while the median white household has amassed $188,000, the median Black family has about $24,000.” However, a 2016 study found that “[i]f public policy successfully equalized the return on homeownership, so that Blacks and Latinos saw the same financial gains as whites as a result of being homeowners, median Black wealth would grow $17,113 and the wealth gap between Black and white households would shrink 16%.” Thus, it is crucial to address not only the history of discriminatory appraisals but also their effect today because of their proven impact on home values and generational wealth creation.

C. Current Legal Framework

Before examining the proposed legislative and administrative solutions to this crisis of appraisal discrimination, it is important to examine the statutes that currently exist to prohibit this type of discrimination: the Civil Rights Act of 1866, Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968, the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 (“ECOA”), and various state and local fair housing laws.
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The Civil Rights Act of 1866, codified in part at 42 U.S.C. § 1982, states that 
“[a]ll citizens of the United States shall have the same right, in every State and Territory, as is enjoyed by white citizens thereof to inherit, purchase, lease, sell, hold, and convey real and personal property.”

In 1968, the Supreme Court held in *Jones v. Alfred H. Mayer Co.* that § 1982 barred “all racial discrimination, private as well as public, in the sale or rental of property.”

Recently, in *Tate-Austin v. Miller*, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California, relying on the Supreme Court’s interpretations as well as the interpretations of other district courts, affirmed the notion that the rights protected by § 1982 can include one’s interests related to home loans, which would include appraisal valuations.

Today, § 1982 is often used in conjunction with Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 to challenge discriminatory appraisals.

Title VIII of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 prohibits discrimination in “residential real estate-related transactions,” which includes the “selling, brokering, or appraising of residential real property.” This language delineates a cause of action based on appraisal discrimination, and this section of Title VIII is often cited along with § 3617 which makes it “unlawful to . . . interfere with any person in the exercise or enjoyment of . . . any right granted or protected by [§ 3605].”

Indeed, “treat[ing] race . . . as a negative factor in determining the value of dwellings . . . may . . . ‘interfere’ with persons in the exercise and enjoyment of rights guaranteed by” § 3605.

Moreover, 42 U.S.C. § 3604(a) makes it unlawful “[t]o refuse to sell or rent . . . or otherwise make unavailable or deny, a dwelling” to a member of a protected class. “Because a discriminatory appraisal may lead to the denial of a home loan and thereby make housing ‘unavailable,’ a number of courts have held that this practice would violate” § 3604(a). Additionally, 42 U.S.C. § 3604(b) extends to unlawful discrimination based on “the terms, conditions, or privileges of sale . . . of a dwelling.”
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services’ provided in connection with the sale of a home,” and “discrimination in the terms or conditions of an appraisal may violate” § 3604(b).

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act states that “[i]t shall be unlawful for any creditor to discriminate against any applicant, with respect to any aspect of a credit transaction.” Indeed, a federal regulation states that lenders are prohibited from relying on discriminatory appraisals. If a discriminatory appraisal results in the denial of a home loan by a credit institution, this could violate the ECOA, which creates a private right of action for aggrieved parties to hold creditors liable.

Finally, this framework of federal statutes is often supplemented by state or local fair housing laws. Indeed, forty-nine states and Washington D.C. have adopted fair housing statutes to codify protections into state law. It is likely that the majority of these statutes have language that is substantially similar to the language of Title VIII. For example, Indiana’s Fair Housing Act makes it unlawful to “discriminate against a person in making a real estate related transaction available or in the terms or conditions of a real estate related transaction because of race.” A real estate related transaction includes “[s]elling, brokering, or appraising residential real property.”

II. EXAMINATION OF PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A. PAVE Task Force

On June 1, 2021, President Biden announced the creation of an interagency initiative on Property Appraisal and Valuation Equity, more frequently called the PAVE Task Force. The Task Force, co-chaired by U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (“HUD”) Secretary Marcia Fudge and White House Domestic Policy Advisor Susan Rice, was called on to “evaluate the causes, extent, and consequences of appraisal bias and to establish a transformative set
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of recommendations to root out racial and ethnic bias in home valuations.”

In March 2022, the Task Force released its “PAVE Action Plan,” which discusses the history of discrimination in appraisals, examines the bias that can appear in appraisal valuations, and lays out affirmative steps that agencies plan to make to address the inequities in housing appraisals.

The PAVE Task Force’s commitments, in theory, were designed “to help ensure that every American has a chance to build generational wealth through homeownership” and fit into the following five categories: (1) “[s]trengthening guardrails against unlawful discrimination in all stages of residential valuation,” (2) “[e]nhancing fair housing / fair lending enforcement and driving accountability in the industry,” (3) “[b]uilding a well-trained, accessible, and diverse appraiser workforce,” (4) “[e]mpowering consumers to take action,” and (5) “[g]iving researchers and enforcement agencies better data to study and monitor valuation bias.”

The first category is designed to “[c]larify the application of the Fair Housing Act and the ECOA to the appraisal industry,” update agencies’ appraisal-specific policies, and implement new policies to improve the process of having an appraisal value reconsidered. Moreover, it hopes to strengthen the dataset and data collection forms used by appraisers to reduce subjective biases, address bias in the use of technology-based valuation tools, and develop a new legislative proposal to improve transparency and public participation in appraisal standards and appraiser qualifications. The second category hopes to strengthen coordination and collaboration among supervisory and enforcement agencies while also expanding how regulatory agencies can examine the procedures of mortgage lenders.

The third category is focused on updating appraiser qualification criteria including education, experience, and examination requirements, removing barriers to entry and increasing diversity in the appraisal workforce, and requiring fair housing and anti-bias training for appraisers who work for federal programs. The fourth category centers on updating resources for victims of appraisal discrimination, adding appraisal bias into homebuyer education courses, training housing counselors, funding testing, education, and outreach, and executing a new public awareness campaign, including informing FHA buyers about requesting a reconsideration of a valuation. Finally, the fifth category was created to develop data-sharing arrangements, launch new efforts to identify and fill gaps in research, and better define metrics to help identify and measure
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patterns of mis-valuation.\footnote{Id. at 6, 38-42.}

Even though the PAVE Action Plan has existed since March 2022, most of the agencies are still in the initial stages of planning and implementation. The Appraisal Subcommittee (ASC), a subcommittee of the Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council charged with federal oversight of state appraiser and appraisal management company regulatory programs, “launched an independent review of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice (USPAP) and qualification criteria for the appraiser industry to understand potential barriers to entry for underrepresented communities.”\footnote{Id. at 6, 38-42.} In January 2023, the ASC held a hearing about appraisal bias that brought together people from HUD, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB), the FHFA, the Appraisal Institute, and the Mortgage Bankers Association to discuss their roles in tackling appraisal discrimination.\footnote{Appraisal Subcommittee Hearing on Appraisal Bias, CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU (Jan. 25, 2023), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/events/archive-past-events/appraisal-subcommittee-hearing-on-appraisal-bias [https://perma.cc/578V-VPKN].} The FHA has “issued a Mortgagee Letter to clarify nondiscrimination requirements applicable to appraisers and lenders.”\footnote{About PAVE, supra note 102.} Additionally, the CFPB is purportedly working to “implement legal requirements to limit bias in algorithmic appraisals” and is clarifying the standards for lenders to have home values reconsidered if there is evidence of a discriminatory appraisal.\footnote{About PAVE, supra note 102.}

\textbf{B. A Federal Legislative Solution}

In conjunction with the PAVE Action Plan and its recommendations, on March 29, 2022, Maxine Waters, the then chairwoman of the House Committee on Financial Services, proposed new appraisal-focused legislation.\footnote{Devalued, Denied, and Disrespected: How Home Appraisal Bias and Discrimination Are Hurting Homeowners and Communities of Color Before the H. Comm. on Fin. Servs., 117th Cong. (2022) (statement of Rep. Maxine Waters, Chairwoman, H. Comm. on Fin. Serv.).} The bill, entitled the “Fair Appraisal and Inequity Reform Act of 2022,” would “establish an independent agency to be known as the Federal Valuation Agency” and set “real estate valuation standards and appraiser criteria, including promoting a fair, unbiased, transparent, repeatable valuation process . . . .”\footnote{Fair Appraisal and Inequity Reform Act of 2022, H.R. ____, 117th Cong. (2022).} The proposed legislation is designed to create a “streamlined federal process for reporting
appraisal discrimination and appraiser misconduct complaints” while also “requir[ing] annual reporting of such complaints to Congress” and “enhanc[ing] statutory penalties for appraisal discrimination.” However, this bill was never formally introduced during the 117th Congress, and it is unlikely to have a future in the 118th Congress. Indeed, there has been no mention of a federal appraisal bill during the 2023 legislative session.

C. Proposed Legislation at the State Level

Throughout the country, various state legislators have proposed new bills specifically concerning appraisal discrimination to add further protections into law. For instance, in New Jersey, A.B. 1518 would permit the “State Real Estate Appraiser Board to revoke, suspend, or fine appraisers or appraisal management companies who knowingly engage in discriminatory appraisals of residential property on the basis of race or national origin.” Additionally, A.B. 1519, entitled the “Fair Appraisal Act,” states that “holders of appraisal licenses or certificates, or appraisal management company registrations, may have their licenses, certificates or registrations revoked or suspended, or be subject to fines, if . . . the holder of the credential has engaged in a discriminatory appraisal of a residential property.” Moreover, the Division of Civil Rights is to be notified of any allegations, and the complainant may file a complaint with the Division of Civil Rights. However, neither of these bills were enacted during the 2022 legislative session, and it remains to be seen if they will be proposed again in 2023.

In Pennsylvania, state representative Morgan Cephas stated in August 2022 that she plans to introduce legislation that would “require real estate appraisers to complete training regarding bias and discrimination” before receiving or renewing their license or certification and would forbid a licensed or certified appraiser from incorporating bias or discrimination into their appraisal. However, as of March 2023, no bill has been formally introduced in the Pennsylvania legislature.

D. Enacted Legislation at the State Level

Other states have been more successful in enacting new legislation geared towards appraisal bias and discrimination. In Virginia, H.B. 284 established new continuing education requirements for the renewal of appraiser licenses that would include fair housing courses. In Maryland, H.B. 1097 established a task
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force to “study the mis-valuation and undervaluation of property owned by minorities” that would then report its findings to the Governor in 2023.\textsuperscript{114} In Illinois, H.B. 4410 requires the creation of a task force charged with conducting a study about racial disparities in real estate valuation, identifying and recommending changes to address the causes of said racial disparities, and evaluating “whether there are any barriers to entry that are disproportionately preventing minorities from entering into the appraisal profession.”\textsuperscript{115} California’s Fair Appraisal Act came into effect on January 1, 2022.\textsuperscript{116} This act requires the Bureau of Real Estate Appraisers to add a box to their complaint forms for home buyers to indicate if they believe their appraisal was below market value and requires the collection of demographic information about complainants.\textsuperscript{117} Moreover, it requires cultural competency training for appraisers, prohibits the use of race or other protected classes to analyze market value, and requires that each real property purchase must include a notice that states the appraisal of the property was unbiased.\textsuperscript{118} Finally in New York, 19 NYCRR § 1107.2, a state regulation, has been amended to include a requirement that licensed appraisers must complete a course in fair housing before renewing their license.\textsuperscript{119}

\textbf{E. Indiana’s Solution}

In Indiana, H.B. 1151 was introduced by Representative Cherrish Pryor on January 10, 2023.\textsuperscript{120} H.B. 1151 would prohibit “making an excessively low appraisal” based on the protected characteristics of an applicant or the “residents of the neighborhood in which the real estate is located.”\textsuperscript{121} Moreover, it would expand “the duties of the homeowner protection unit . . . of the office of the attorney general” to include “investigating and enforcing” discriminatory appraisal practices.\textsuperscript{122} This unit will also be responsible for amending the form that creditors “provide to mortgage loan applicants to include information about how prospective borrowers can report suspected violations.”\textsuperscript{123} H.B. 1151 would establish a “fair housing practices fund” consisting of amounts from civil penalties or settlement agreements collected for violations of the bill’s provisions or from gifts, grants, or appropriations.\textsuperscript{124} The fund could be used to provide restitution in cases of discriminatory appraisal practices as well.
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as grants for community reinvestment initiatives. Moreover, the bill requires additional instruction in cultural competency and implicit bias training during the initial licensure or certification of appraisers, calls for policies to foster further diversity in the appraisal industry, and requires investigation and publication of data about discriminatory appraisal practices.

III. EXAMINING THE PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

A. Common Themes

The PAVE Task Force, federal legislation, and state legislation have all proposed different ways to approach discriminatory appraisals. Given the disparate approaches, it is useful to identify common themes. Generally, under the legislative frameworks that exist today, like Title VIII and Indiana’s Fair Housing Act, there are private rights of action for individuals to sue or file complaints with administrative agencies against companies or individuals that violate the law. In comparison, many of these new proposed frameworks create stricter, non-discretionary penalties for violations, including fines and suspension or revocation of appraisers’ licenses or certification.

Moreover, there is a renewed focus on the creation of a more diverse and better educated appraisal industry. Administrative agencies and legislatures around the country want to require additional anti-bias and fair housing training as a part of the appraiser licensure and certification process. Additionally, there is a major emphasis on fostering diversity within the appraiser profession. As stated previously, the appraisal profession is almost exclusively made up of white appraisers, and there are proposed programs and initiatives to encourage more people of color to become licensed appraisers. Finally, there are recognized gaps in data and data collection stemming from a lack of research into the extent and impact of racial bias in appraisals. Many solutions propose the development of improved methods for collecting, sharing, investigating, and publishing data related to the housing appraisal industry to better study and understand biases and discrimination.

B. Unique Propositions

Aside from these common themes, some frameworks offer unique ideas that could be useful additions to a more successful solution. For example, the PAVE Task Force hopes to implement a review of the data sets used by appraisers to
reduce subjectivity in their assessments, strengthen coordination between agencies to identify discriminatory practices and enforce fair housing laws, and educate homebuyers on their rights under the current legislative framework. Additionally, the PAVE Action Plan proposes the creation of new resources to educate and inform homebuyers about their rights when it comes to recognizing and reporting appraisal bias and discrimination.

Moreover, in Indiana, H.B. 1151 proposes the creation of a fair housing fund, which would be mainly composed of the penalties paid by those who violate the law. This fund could be used to provide down payment assistance, financial assistance for closing costs, and restitution for individuals who have been harmed by discriminatory appraising practices. This fund would also provide grants for community outreach and community reinvestment initiatives. Indiana’s H.B. 1151 would also require creditors “to provide to mortgage loan applicants” information about how to report suspected discriminatory practices. Finally, under California’s Fair Appraisal Act, contracts in real estate transactions require attestation that the appraisal was unbiased and objective.

IV. ANALYSIS ARGUING FOR NON-LEGISLATIVE AND ADMINISTRATIVE SOLUTIONS

A. The Shortcomings of Legislative and Administrative Solutions

Legislation, in theory, has the power to bring about profound change. However, there will always be limitations and disadvantages to legislation and regulation. Indeed, there is already an extensive statutory and regulatory framework of laws at both the state and federal levels that prohibit discrimination in housing appraisals, so it is difficult to conclude, definitively, that a new law would help to solve the problem. Moreover, federal action is “overwhelmingly reactive in nature, both in relation to the broad historical trends . . . and in regard to immediate political pressures.” Although laws are crucial to the protection of people’s rights and to regulate people’s actions, if they are reactive then they cannot be the principal driving force of change. Thus, as transformational as legislation can be on a theoretical level, if the system in which the legislation exists is inherently flawed, there no can be no radical change. Indeed, “[o]ur current system is set up for some people to have to jump over hurdles to succeed, while others get to simply run to the finish line without those same racial
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hurdles.”\(^{141}\)

Under our current patchwork of state and federal laws and regulations, “the racial homeownership gap is wider than ever.”\(^{142}\) In 2021, “the Black homeownership rate reached only 44 percent, while the white homeownership rate reached 74 percent.”\(^{143}\) Moreover, “[a]lthough the racial inequality in home values has been increasing since 1980, the rate by which it is increasing has tripled in the last decade.”\(^{144}\) “[T]he neighborhood racial gap in appraised values increased by $157,000 from 2013 to 2021” alone.\(^{145}\) While this ever-widening gap in homeownership cannot solely be attributed to biased appraisals, “the evidence strongly suggests that appraisers introduce systemic bias that favors white neighborhoods at the expense of Black, Latino or Hispanic, and Asian American neighborhoods.”\(^{146}\)

Although the current frameworks of fair housing and fair lending laws are not entirely to blame for these issues, there has been little progress since they were enacted. In recent years, there has been only one reported resolution of a HUD complaint involving appraisal biases, and HUD itself has not concluded any of its investigations with a formal charge of discrimination.\(^{147}\) Moreover, between 1977 and 1996, no cases alleging appraisal discrimination resulted in relief for the plaintiffs.\(^{148}\) Of the cases pending today, there have yet to be any positive, final determinations.\(^{149}\)

One could argue that legislation or regulation could bring positive change to the appraisal industry. For example, appraisers could be statutorily required to take courses on fair housing before they are licensed or recertified. Additionally, as a part of all loan applications or real estate contracts, there could be a requirement that mortgage lenders, creditors, realtors, or appraisers include information about fair housing laws and inform homebuyers about their rights and all available avenues of legal recourse in cases of discrimination. Statutory fines for violations of fair appraisal laws could be used to create community investment programs or reimburse victims of appraisal discrimination. Moreover, a statutory requirement of lower application fees or the allocation of state or federal funds to provide scholarships to persons who cannot afford the licensure
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courses would allow more people to join the workforce as appraisers. However, many, if not all, of these ideas could be implemented by the appraisal industry itself or other non-governmental organizations. Moreover, with little progress to show from PAVE and countless appraisal bills stuck in state and federal legislatures with little to no chance of becoming laws, solutions must be sought outside of legislation and regulation.

B. Proposed Changes to Appraisals and the Appraisal Industry

“Unjust social laws and patterns do not change because supreme courts deliver just opinions.” Bayard Rustin, a prominent leader in the early Civil Rights Movement, wrote these words in 1947, but they still ring true to this day. Whether it is Supreme Court decisions or legislation, there will always be limitations to what law can accomplish. Laws are crucial to the protection of people’s rights and to regulate people’s actions, but they are, for the most part, reactive. They are not the principal driving force of change. Instead, change must be fueled by proactive forces that propel society forward without waiting for the law to catch up. While many of the laws proposed by states and the federal government, as well as PAVE’s plans for federal agencies, could bring about change, it is imperative that they do not become the only source of change. Even without legislation, the appraisal industry could move towards more positive change and re-invent the appraisal profession without being required to do so.

For example, the Appraisal Foundation’s new fair housing training course requirement reflects an affirmative decision on the part of appraisal industry leaders to combat discrimination and biases. Appraisers must be educated about their own implicit biases as well as the way discrimination has shaped access to housing in the United States. Otherwise, they will be unable to fully understand how their choices and valuations affect more than just one homebuyer’s experience. A Scientific Workforce Diversity Seminar Series hosted by the National Institute of Health in 2021 found that “well-designed, actionable implicit bias trainings” must be a part of their “comprehensive institutional change strategy” to “eliminate bias from individuals or workplace environments.” Although this seminar looked specifically at scientific industries, its methods and findings could be applied to the real estate industry. In order for there to be a more comprehensive, institutional change, implicit bias training is an important step.

Moreover, “[t]he ranks of appraisers are too old, too white and too male . . .

[a]nd for banks and other lenders . . . there aren’t enough appraisers to keep up with demand.” In 2022, 92% of appraisers were white, and in 2019, the Appraiser Institute estimated that the profession was shrinking by an average rate of 2.6% per year. One way to rectify both of these problems is to foster greater diversity within the appraiser profession. However, to receive a license under current industry standards, an appraiser “must complete several educational courses, pass an entry exam and get 2,000 hours of on-the-job training over two years, often with little to no pay because they cannot legally appraise properties.” Additionally, as previously stated, the appraisal industry’s reliance on the supervisor-trainee model results in white appraisers supervising more white trainees. This convoluted process, the cost of application fees, and an overwhelmingly white supervisory workforce creates an overwhelming barrier to entry for many.

There are currently programs like the Appraiser Diversity Initiative, led by the Appraisal Institute in collaboration with Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, and the National Urban League, that provide resources and guidance for diverse candidates to pursue a career as an appraiser, but there could be more. Colleges and universities could fund programs and scholarships designed to allow students, especially students of color and women, to learn about careers in the appraisal industry. Moreover, in 2022, Mississippi piloted a novel program in which appraiser applicants had the opportunity to train for licensure without going through the traditional supervisor-trainee process. By eliminating the supervisor-trainee requirement of appraiser licensure, this cycle of white supervisors assisting white trainees could be eliminated as well.

Furthermore, the appraisal industry must be accountable for its own data collection. The “lack of access to complete data [about appraisals] has been a hindrance to research on appraisal disparities and on the impact of racial and ethnic bias in appraisals.” It has impeded the “establish[ment] [of] metrics that...”
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Stakeholders within the real estate industry should require that appraisers and creditors submit information on the appraisal and the home loan process, including information on the specific criteria used to determine the home’s value as well as the demographics of the homebuyer. This practice would allow researchers and governmental agencies to better understand discriminatory appraisals and how to combat them. In theory, a law could accomplish this same goal by requiring the industry to comply with agency requests for data. However, if the real estate industry was responsible for its own data collection, the industry itself may become more cognizant of biases and discrimination, rather than relying on or possibly ignoring outside research telling it the same thing. Moreover, appraisals are being digitized, and appraisers have the ability to conduct remote or hybrid appraisals. This digitization increases objectivity and can provide additional levels of anonymity for the buyer.

Finally, even the idea of an appraisal itself could be fundamentally altered. Appraisals are not required for every real estate transaction or home loan, and automation and technology could replace the person-to-person aspect of appraising. Moreover, through the use of comparables in appraisal valuations, “racist sale prices from the past are carried into the present and combined with contemporary racist stereotypes to further exacerbate inequality.” Indeed, “neighborhood racial inequality in appraised values is largely a product of the sales comparison approach . . . appraisers are explicitly and implicitly trained to conceptualize similar neighborhoods as those with the same racial demographics.” If the need for an appraisal, or at a minimum, the use of comparables was eliminated, Black homes and neighborhoods would be more likely to be evaluated without using factors rooted in past discrimination and inequity. There are “[n]ew methods, like eruka’s lifespan approach” that would “decouple the value of land from the racial or socioeconomic characteristics of its inhabitants.” This approach would use “cutting-edge technology and trained inspectors to estimate value based on how long the home would last in good condition.”
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examine and “evaluate the property’s cost and societal contribution.”

C. Solutions Outside of the Appraisal Industry

Beyond solutions within the appraisal industry or legislation, there must be initiatives to financially support Black communities and Black homeowners. There must be reparations. Homeownership was the key for generations of Americans to build and maintain wealth, but racially discriminatory policies and practices left African Americans without the same opportunities for homeownership, and in turn, the same opportunities to build generational wealth. Today, as these problems persist, the wealth and homeownership gaps will continue to increase, even if the appraisal industry or state and federal government take decisive action.

Indeed, the 2022 study from the Weidenbaum Center at Washington University has suggested that with the “Uniform Appraisal Dataset and other federal data sources, we can estimate the cost of the racialized appraisal process on specific neighborhoods.” With this information, “targeted tax credits or stimulus programs can redirect wealth from communities that have experienced excessive appreciation to those that have suffered from persistent racism.” Through a program like this, the real estate industry and the federal government could invest money into communities and neighborhoods that have suffered from predatory and discriminatory housing practices.

Furthermore, if new legislation is enacted with statutory fines for violations of fair appraisal laws, this money could be directed into community funds, like Indiana’s H.B. 1151 suggests, to revitalize communities that have been disproportionately affected by discriminatory appraisal policies. However, without greater systemic changes within the appraisal industry as whole, reparations will not allow Black homeowners and neighborhoods to recover from decades of inequity. Thus, there must be a comprehensive approach that seeks to change not only the way we value and appraise homes, but also provides the tools and financial support to communities that have suffered past injustices.

CONCLUSION

In 1968, the Kerner Commission, established by President Johnson to examine the causes of civil and racial unrest during the summers of 1964 to 1967, concluded that the United States was “moving toward two societies, one black, one white—separate and unequal.” Now, more than 50 years after those words were written, the society we live in is still marked by discriminatory practices that keep African Americans from buying homes and building generational wealth on the same terms as white homeowners. There are two societies, and the American
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ideal of homeownership exists in only one. A white family can have their home appraised at a reasonable value, obtain a loan on favorable terms, and build equity and wealth through homeownership. Conversely, African American homeowners like Carlette Duffy, the Black homeowner from Indianapolis whose appraisal value more than doubled when she hid her racial identity, have their homes appraised for less than their worth. Accordingly, their chances to obtain satisfactory loans and build equity through homeownership slip away.

The United States government and various state governments have recognized discrimination in the appraisal process as a significant barrier to African American homeownership and wealth creation. However, under the current legislative and administrative framework, discriminatory practices have continued unabated, and no new frameworks have proven to be effective, yet. Moreover, federal and state governments have played a significant role in perpetuating discriminatory housing practices, and many of their practices and policies have led us to this moment. Although new legislation or administrative regulations will undoubtedly play an important role in reversing the inequities and injustices of the past, they will not be able to effect change alone. Without a significant, practical change to combat the systemic racial discrimination that exists in the appraisal industry, this country will become further divided into two separate realities: one an American dream and the other an American nightmare.